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BACKGROUND

The Dugong and Seagrass Conservation Project (DSCP) Indonesia has created a fan page on Facebook in October 2016, and an account in Twitter and Instagram in March 2018. These social media platforms have been used by DSCP Indonesia to increase the awareness of social media users on the dugong and its conservation issues, the seagrass and its role in ecosystem, and the activities of DSCP Indonesia in general. All social media accounts of DSCP Indonesia were updated every two weeks by a specially assigned staff of WWF-Indonesia, one of the implementing partners of DSCP Indonesia.

The online presence of DSCP Indonesia was not limited to its own official social media accounts. Various mass media have covered the activities of DSCP Indonesia as well with more than 95% of the coverage were published online. For the purpose of this report, DSCP Indonesia took into account keywords such as, “DSCP Indonesia”, “Dugong and Seagrass Conservation Project Indonesia”, and “Arifin Putra”, and compiled them into a list of online media coverages.

FACEBOOK INSIGHTS

- Followers and Likes
  - Total fan page followers and fans as of July 9th, 2018 were 2,307 and 2,242 Facebook users, respectively. Followers are unique users who have been following the fan page of DSCP Indonesia, but not necessarily those who have “liked” the page. Meanwhile, fans are unique users who have “liked” and “followed” the page at the same time.
  - The number of fans have been increased by 25% since January 1st, 2018. This percentage of increase during this semester was higher than that during the previous semester (i.e. June to December 2017).

- Reach
  - Reach is the number of unique users, including non-fans, who have seen the content of the fan page. The reach of the fan page of DSCP Indonesia included organic and paid users. The latter means the users who saw the content of the page that was advertised by using Facebook Ads feature. As a note—the number of reach is not necessarily the number of page followers or page likes.
  - The highest number of paid reach (i.e. 38,832 users) occurred on March 9th, 2018. It was third day of the participation of DSCP Indonesia in the Deep and Extreme Indonesia Exhibition 2018. It was also the day that the knowledge sharing sessions were conducted.
  - The highest number of organic reach (i.e. 5,736 users) occurred on April 10th, 2018 where an infographic on seagrass information in general in Indonesia was posted.

- People
  - Fans of the fan page of DSCP Indonesia consisted of 53% men (i.e. 21% of them were of 25 – 34 years old) and 47% women (i.e. 24% of them were of 18 – 24 years old). The age range of 25 – 34 years old was also the age range of people reached, both men and women.
Most (94%) fans were identified as users who came from Indonesia (i.e. 20% fans were from Jakarta), while the other 6% were from Malaysia, Australia, United Kingdom, Japan, USA, Netherlands, Belgium, Thailand, New Zealand, and other countries.

The description of Twitter account of DSCP Indonesia was only available for the last three months (April, May, and June).
- The Twitter account of DSCP Indonesia as of July 9th, 2018 has been followed by 258 unique users, majority (97%) were from Indonesia (i.e. 12% were from Jakarta, 10% were from West Java).
- Most (61%) followers of the Twitter account of DSCP Indonesia were men.

The description of Instagram account of DSCP Indonesia was only available for the last three months (April, May, and June).
- The Instagram account of DSCP Indonesia as of July 9th, 2018 has been followed by 690 unique users, majority (98%) were from Indonesia (i.e. 19% were from Jakarta, 9% were from Bogor, West Java).
- Many (52%) followers of the Twitter account of DSCP Indonesia were women with age range of 18 – 24 years old (60%). However, about 35% of the male followers were with age range of 25 – 34 years old. The similar results were obtained from the demographic information of DSCP Indonesia’s Facebook fan page.

For the better performance and engagements in each social media accounts of DSCP Indonesia, some recommendations are presented.
- To increase the number of infographics posted and created by DSCP Indonesia on dugong and seagrass issue
- To optimize Facebook Ads in increasing the number of fans from areas outside Java, especially 19 provinces in which dugong sighting has been reported
- To schedule posts of DSCP Indonesia on certain days every week
- To increase the number of posts with photos
- To use English as the second language in Facebook and Instagram

A total of 63 online mass media articles have been published during this semester.
A participation of DSCP Indonesia in Deep and Extreme Indonesia 2018 and Arifin Putra’s involvement as an Indonesian dugong ambassador in the booth of DSCP Indonesia from 8 to 11 of March 2018 were covered in WWF-Indonesia website and several mass media, including:

A gathering hosted by DSCP Indonesia on April 19th, 2018 was covered only on the official websites of DSCP Indonesia’s partners and a section in CNN Indonesia’s morning news as presented.
3. https://www.wwf.or.id/?66242/Sarasehan-Duyung

A trip with national and local journalists to Kotawaringin Barat from 10th to 12th April 2018 were covered as presented.

Media Indonesia
1. https://www.medcom.id/nasional/peristiwa/Ok8Zvo9N-sepenngal-cerita-pemburu-dugong

SBTV
8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBmX1QSnHsQ&feature=youtu.be

Kompas.com

Mongabay Indonesia
A trip with national and local journalists to Bintan from 24th to 27th April 2018 were covered as presented.

Media Indonesia

2. https://www.medcom.id/nasional/peristiwa/VNx7JD8K-generasi-terakhir-pemburu-duyung

Kompas.com dan Tribun News


Antara News

16. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0C1tM6Y9KdE  ("Agar si pemburu duyung tak melanjutkan kebiasaannya")

Batam Wixen

RRI Kepri

Bobo.id

Mata Kepri

Batam News

Neosantara.id

Ficom TV
28. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYZNr8FyJs  ("Bintan Salah Satu Daerah Konservasi Dugong dan Padang Lamun Oleh DSCP")
29. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXI_oDq8hng  ("KISAH PEMBURU DUGONG DARI SUKU LAUT BINTAN PESISIR")
30. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_pnYFXoHDY  ("Spesimen Kerangka Dugong Ternyata Ada Di Bintan Selain Di LIPI")
31. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QfETXnPIA  ("PADANG LAMUN DESA PENGUDANG SERING DISINGGahi DUGONG")

TV Kepri
32. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzTvHSHBLEU  ("KERANGKA DUGONG BERUSIA 2 TAHUN DI PAJANG DI KANTOR DESA PENGUDANG TV KEPRI")
33. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fs91RCA77vU  ("MEDIA TRIP KONSERVASI DUYUNG DAN LAMUN TV KEPRI")
34. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs9ckm_kd8Q (“MEDIA TRIP KONSERVASI DUYUNG DAN LAMUN TV KEPRI”)
35. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psUcqhdovh0 (“KUNJUNGAN KE RUMAH WARGA PEMBURU DUYUNG TV KEPRI”)
36. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzcOgRARo9Q (“KUNJUNGAN KE DAERAH KONSERVASI PADANG LAMUN TV KEPRI”)

MMAF’s official website